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1.0 Introduction and Facility Information

1.1  Introduction
1.The Plate Boundary Observatory (PBO) component of EarthScope is a geodetic obser-
vatory  designed to characterize the three-dimensional strain field resulting from deforma-
tion across the active boundary zone between the Pacific and North American plates in 
the western United States.  At construction completion on September 30th, 2008, the 
PBO spans the North American continent with instrumentation from coast to coast and 
from the border of Mexico to the tip of the Aleutian Islands (Figure 1.1).  

The science goals of the PBO Facility are to characterize plate boundary deformation 
over the maximum range of observable spatial and temporal scales common to active 
continental tectonic processes.   The PBO did this by installing geodetic, strain, and seis-
mic instruments that together have high resolution over a broad range of temporal scales 
and by vastly  increasing the number and density of these instruments to increase the spa-
tial coverage and resolution of geodetic data in the western United States.  The project 
also integrated existing GPS and strainmeter stations, through a project called PBO Nu-
cleus, to extend the time window of PBO observational data by a factor of three and lev-
erage considerable existing investments in geodetic infrastructure.  

The core of PBO is a permanent geodetic observatory consisting of an integrated network 
of borehole and long baseline strainmeters and GPS stations constructed under the 
EarthScope Major Research and Facilities Construction (MREFC) project. The strainme-
ters are well suited for recovering short-term transient deformation, on time scales from 
minutes to months, and consequently  play a central role in observing phenomena that ac-
company and potentially precede earthquakes and volcanic eruptions. GPS is well suited 

Figure 1.1.  Plate Boundary Observatory instrumentation 
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for time scales greater than a month (although their utility  in also characterizing time 
scales as short  as seconds has been proven during this project), thus covering static 
displacements as well as long-period transients, such as those associated with viscoelastic 
relaxation following an earthquake, together with decadal estimates of strain accumula-
tion and plate motion and their spatial variations. By using both techniques, we will also 
better observe those phenomena, such as transient deformation due to slow or silent 
earthquakes, which have time scales that range from weeks to months. Understanding the 
physics that govern these phenomena is a core scientific goal for EarthScope. As PBO 
enters its Operations and Maintenance phase, it will be able to produce data products with 
the temporal and spatial range and resolution necessary to address the above stated 
EarthScope science goals. This network represents the most accurate spatial reference 
system available in United States history, and it is, and will be actively used by  research-
ers and students in geodesy, seismology, geosciences, upper atmosphere and ionosphere 
science, hydrology and geomorphology, as well as surveyors, engineers, and others for 
land control surveys, and infrastructure monitoring.  

With construction completed the PBO network consists of consist of 875 permanently 
installed Global Positioning System (GPS) stations located throughout the contiguous 
western United States and Alaska (Table 1.1), 16 permanently installed GPS stations in-
stalled in the eastern United States (some collocated with the Global Seismic Network 

(GSN) stations), 209 PBO Nucleus permanent GPS stations, 74 borehole strainmeters  
(BSM) and 78 borehole seismometers, 26 borehole tiltmeters, and five new and one exist-
ing long baseline laser strainmeters (LSM).  Other equipment and materials purchased 
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Table 1.1: Plate Boundary Observatory Infrastructure at MREFC Completion Table 1.1: Plate Boundary Observatory Infrastructure at MREFC Completion Table 1.1: Plate Boundary Observatory Infrastructure at MREFC Completion 
Infrastructure Number Status
Global Positioning System 

PBO Permanent GPS 875 operational/maintainable
PBO Permanent Nucleus 209 operational/maintainable
Eastern US/GSN Permanent 
GPS 16 operational/maintainable
Campaign (portable) 100 operational/maintainable

Strainmeters
PBO Borehole strainmeter 74 operational/maintainable
PBO Long Baseline Laser 
Strainmeter 5 operational/maintainable
PBO Nucleus Long Baseline 
Laser Strainmeter 1 operational/maintainable

Seismometers 
PBO Borehole seismometers 78 operational/maintainable

Tiltmeters
PBO Borehole tiltmeters 26 operational/maintainable

Imagery products

InSAR
~36,866 
scenes Processed/archived

LiDAR ~5000 sq km Archived/archived



under the MREFC include a pool of 100 portable (campaign) GPS receivers for tempo-
rary deployment and rapid response activities that allow EarthScope funded PI’s to den-
sify GPS observations around PBO tectonic clusters.  GeoEarthScope, a part of the 
EarthScope Program, included the acquisition of aerial and satellite imagery and geo-
chronology  to examine the strain field beyond the decade time scales available from the 
PBO geodetic instrumentation.  Under GeoEarthScope ~5000 km2 of LiDAR data were 
collected, more than 39,405 InSAR scenes were ordered, and geochronology contracts 
were released for a  broad range of techniques and time scales.  

1.2  Plate Boundary Observatory EarthScope Facility 

The Plate Boundary Observatory  was constructed, managed and will be operated and 
maintained by UNAVCO, Inc, a non-profit, membership-governed consortium, that sup-

ports and promotes Earth science by advancing high-precision techniques for the meas-
urement and understanding of deformation (www.unavco.org).  Figure 1.2 shows PBO’s 
Operations and Maintenance Work Breakdown Structure with key personnel listed.  
Management, procurement, and equipment distribution took place at UNAVCO’s head-
quarters in Boulder CO and construction activities occurred out of five regional offices 
located in Riverside CA, Richmond CA, Ellensburg WA, Anchorage AK, and Salt Lake 

Figure 1.2.  The Plate boundary Observatory Operations and Mainenance WBS indicating 
key personnel at level 2 and tasking to level 3.
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City  UT.  Remote offices were responsible for GPS and tiltmeter installations within their 
region and provided warehouse space for strainmeter and seismic installations.  Cam-
paign GPS receivers are stored, deployed, and maintained from UNAVCO Boulder.  GPS 
data and products are archived at UNAVCO Boulder and data products are produced un-
der subaward to New Mexico Tech and Central Washington University with data products 
coordination provided by Massachusetts Institute of Technology.  A great degree of com-
munity oversight occurred during the construction of the PBO facility primarily through 
monthly meetings with The PBO Standing Committee (PBOSC).  The Committee was 
charged with the role of advising the UNAVCO, Inc. Board of Directors in overseeing all 
functions and all aspects of PBO Management and to advise the PBO director on project 
activities or changes to the facility build out that could impact science goals.   

Strainmeter and seismic installations were managed out of the UNAVCO Boulder with 
staff working out of home offices near the installation targets.  Long baseline laser 
strainmeter installations were performed under subaward to UCSD led by Duncan Agnew 
and Frank Wyatt.  Strainmeter data are archived at the Northern California Earthquake 
Data Center (NCEDC) and data products are produced by UNAVCO and IGPP for bore-
hole and long baseline instruments respectively.  Seismic data are stored at the IRIS Data 
Management Center. 

GeoEarthScope imagery acquisition and geochronology awards were managed from 
UNAVCO Boulder.  LiDAR image acquisition was conducted by National Center for 
Airborne Laser Mapping (NCALM) and InSAR images acquired through the European 
Space Agency and the Alaska Satellite Facility.  UNAVCO Boulder will provide long-
term storage of GeoEarthScope imagery.  

1.3  Plate Boundary Observatory Management 

For MREFC construction, PBO’s Project Baseline was defined within the EarthScope 
Project Execution Plan.  The baseline was tied directly to the scientific and educational 
goals of the project and was the basis for determining project  priorities.  If changes had to 
be made to the priorities in terms of schedule, or performance (e.g. station siting, sam-
pling rates, data products, etc.), those changes were evaluated against  their impact on the 
scientific goals of EarthScope ensuring that  PBO was constructed to meet the defined 
scientific goals of the project.  This methodology will also apply to prioritization of tasks 
in the Operations and Maintenance phase.  

In Project Management terminology, EarthScope construction was a non-linear, distrib-
uted, multi-disciplinary, and evolving facility.  EarthScope was a different type of project 
than NSF’s more traditional Large Facility Projects, which were more “linear” projects 
with very  high dollar value instrument (or small group of instruments) at a single location 
(i.e. a single observatory), usually  focusing on a single discipline.  EarthScope, and by its 
nature PBO, in contrast spans the entire continent and consists of thousands of individual 
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stations.  The geographically diverse, multiple instrument environment demanded an ap-
propriate management structure to meet the integrated science goals.  The management 

structure of PBO therefore reflected the uniqueness of the the goals of the facility, in-
cluding:  

• PBO was highly geographically distributed
• For the facility to meet and exceed the science goals we needed strong com-

munity involvement requiring complete transparency
• The facility needed to remain operational during construction
• The project required a staff ramp up to construction and ramp down to O&M 
• The project required a unique management structure acknowledging difficul-

ties in permitting, power, data communications
• The project required close coordination with NSF Program Managers, the 

EarthScope office, and EarthScope management groups (EFEC, EMT) 
• The project required a robust change control process to track deviations in 

cost and scope.  

The PBO successfully used a number of reporting and control tools including earned 
value measurements (EVM), deliverable scheduling, and budget control to manage the 
construction and deployment process.   Figure 1.3 shows the internal and external reports 
that were used to bring this project to a successful conclusion.

The use of these reporting and management tools allowed the project to meet all but two 
project milestones (Figure 1.4), complete the project within its 2002 proposed budget 
(Figure 1.5) and stay to project schedule (Figure 1.6).

Figure 1.3: PBO Reporting and Control Tools including CSSR, NSF monthly reports, 
regional cost account manager reports, and production reporting (Download Full Page 
View).
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Figure 1.4: PBO installation and equivalent station milestones (Download Milestone File)  All 
project milestones were met with the exeption of (1) Year 5 Q3 - 100 equivalent borehole 
strainmeters completed and (2) Year 5 Q4 - 103 equivalent borehole strainmeters completed.  
The reason for not completing these milestones are described in the borehole strainmeter 
section of this report. 

Figure 1.5: PBO Cost Schedule Status Report CSSR (Download CSSR Variance Report and 
CSSR Excel Report) allowed the project to manage the project using combined measurements of 
scope, schedule, and cost.
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Figure 1.6: PBO project schedule displayed as a Ghant chart (Download PBO Schedule (View 
Full Schedule).  Major tasks are are shown as bars with major milestones shown as diamonds.
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1.4  Plate Boundary Observatory Financial Closeout  

The Plate Boundary  Observatory  financial closeout is complete.  As of March 31, 2009, 
the PBO MREFC expended $99,787,887 vs. a total budget of $99,804,498. The remain-
ing $16,611 will be encumbered during the final audit  and application of 2008 and 2009 
indirect rates.  All MREFC subawards (Table 1.7) are closed and the respective universi-
ties paid.  All commercial contracts are completed.  However, UNAVCO is withholding 
final payment of $57,133.30 to Cascade Drilling for drilling work completed during the 
award performance period, awaiting Cascade's completion of permitting requirements for 
the release of final payment. Completion of Cascade's permits will not incur additional 
cost to UNAVCO.

Table 1.7.  Cumulative Totals  for large Subawards by InstitutionTable 1.7.  Cumulative Totals  for large Subawards by InstitutionTable 1.7.  Cumulative Totals  for large Subawards by Institution

University Purpose   Cost 

University of California San 
Diego 

Long Baseline Laser Strainmeter $2,804,495

Central Washington University GPS Analysis Center $327,704

New Mexico Tech GPS Analysis Center $326,490

Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology

GPS Analysis Center Coordinator $368,652

IRIS Seismic Data Archiving $119,812

University of California Berkeley Strainmeter Data Archiving $358,566

New Mexico Tech/ IRIS Data 
Management Center

Data Archiving $25,335

University of California San 
Diego Supercomputer Facility

Portal Development Management 
and Lidar Data Access

$369,778

Texas A&M LiDAR Data Processing $25,335

University of Florida LiDAR Data Acquisition $1,302,111

Ohio State University LiDAR Data Processing $255,010

Arizona State University LiDAR Data Access and Archiving $150,411

University of Alaska Fairbanks InSAR Data Acquisition $213,726

University of Texas InSAR Data Acquisition $46,764

The  March 2009 CSSR is the last formal cost/schedule report for the project and it in-
cludes variance information for five years of construction and six months of closeout  ac-
tivities reflecting the overall PBO Project performance including:

• Three percent negative schedule variance largely driven by the 30 borehole strainme-
ters that were planned but not installed due to budgetary constraints.
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• Four percent negative schedule variance driven by a combination of increased bore-
hole drilling and installation costs. This negative variance was partially offset by ma-
terials, equipment, and communications savings.

• A total of fifty-four PBO program milestones were met on schedule.  Two milestones 
were incomplete due to a reduction in the number of borehole strainmeter installa-
tions. 

•  As of March 30, 2009, PBO’s actual expenditures are $99,787,887 or $16,611 under 
the total authorized budget of $99,804,498 which is less than two one hundredths of a 
percent. Project costs may still change due the final audit of 2008 indirect rates, the 
final indirect rates for any 2009 costs, and any differences between Cascade Drillings 
accrual and their remaining payment. These are forecasted to be minor and should be 
within the $16,611 dollars of remaining budget. The goal of spending the last dollar 
on the last day has been met; reconciliation will be complete at the end of our fiscal 
year.

• Final closeout includes $736,486 spent on effort that was originally assigned to the 
EarthScope central office (CR-PBO-35 ES Web Support at $288,592 and CR-PBO-
36 ES Portal at $447,894). In addition, the budget includes $100,989 spent on effort 
originally assigned to IRIS (CR-PBO-32 Eastern GPS Reference Stations).

• The original PBO budget was $100,000,000 (including contingency). Our final cost 
of $99,804,498 is $195,502 or 0.2% under our original proposal.  Without the addi-
tion of the central office or IRIS tasks, PBO would have had a final cost of 
$98,967,023 or $1,033,977 (1.03%) below our original proposal.

• All items listed in the Statement of Equipment Facility Functionality were completed.  
Station AC29 was not installed due to poor weather conditions that kept the drill rig 
from safely deploying.  The station was replaced by a tectonically important site in 
California, bringing the full PBO GPS deployment to 1100 stations.  

• Positive cost performance was achieved despite the fact that gasoline rose 248% (1.46 
to 3.63/gal) and diesel 265% (1.49 to 3.95) between January 2003 (when this 
MREFC Proposal was submitted) and September 2008 (eis.doe.gov). Steel also in-
creased approximately 370% between the Proposal and the summer of the last year’s 
installation season (steelonthenet.com).  These cost increases were partially offset by 
a 25% reduction in cellular communications and an eighteen percent decrease in the 
cost of GPS equipment. However most of the cost increase had to be offset by an in-
creased efficiency in the actual installations.  
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2.0  GPS Construction
For the MREFC, the PBO foot
print was divided into installa-
tion regions (Figure 2.1) where 
each regional office was held to 
a specific number of installations 
per month. The installation ac-
tivities were subdivided into 
natural work packages that in-
clude station siting and recon-
naissance, land-use permitting, 
GPS monument installation, 
power and data communications 
installation, and site commis-
sioning and data flow. To keep 
on schedule and budget, PBO 
measured project performance 
using Earned Value Management 
(EVM), a methodology used to 
measure and communicate the 
real physical progress of a pro-
ject while taking into account 
the work completed, the time 

taken, and the costs incurred to complete that work. We also used an equivalent  station 
metric, which measures work progress, allowing tasks to be combined into reasonable 
work packages (i.e. siting and permitting). 

2.1  Permanent GPS Installations 
Prior to MREFC funding, community-based science committees defined GPS station lo-
cations based on transform, subduction, extension, and magmatic system tectonic regime. 
Because the committees could not completely  account for the practical realities of locat-
ing a station, siting tolerance buffers were assigned to each station based on a nearest 
neighbor algorithm. Stations were assigned to each region for siting, reconnaissance, 
permitting, and installation. An ideal GPS site is located in bedrock with a 360° sky view. 
Prospective sites had to be accessible and secure, preferably  with existing power and data 
communications infrastructure. Geographical Information Systems (GIS) were used ex-
tensively to focus site selection personnel on sites with suitable access, sky view, and data 
communications coverage (Figure 2.2). Once station targets were identified, field crews 
visited the sites to contact landowners, ground-truth for sky  view, power, and data com-
munications, and choose a monument location. Once a site was located, PBO started the 
permitting process with the landowner. For private lands, PBO had the landowner sign a 

Figure 2.1.  GPS construction activities were subdivided 
into geographic regions with a remote office responsible for 
all construction activities.  
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standard permit form, 
allowing field crews 
access for construction 
activities and 15 years 
o f ope ra t ions and 
maintenance visits. Our 
average cost  for 15-
year private land sites 
is $2000. Federal and 
state permitting activi-
ties follow compliance 
regulations of the indi-
vidual agency. The 
regulations imposed by 
federal agencies range 
from minimal to ex-
treme and include state 
historic preservation 
(SHPO) assessment, 
biological and archeo-
logical surveys, and 

extensive public comment periods. Once the land-use permit was completed, installation 
crews were scheduled, equipment was ordered from the Boulder warehouse, and data 
communications equipment was commissioned and shipped to the regional offices. 

Installation of geodetic 
monuments began 
with drilling and in-
stalling a deep-drilled 
braced monument. The 
deep- drilled braced 
G P S m o n u m e n t 
(DDBM) was designed 
to create a highly rigid 
and immobile structure 
isolated from surface 
soil movement when it 
is cemented in place at 
depth. The monument 
consists of five legs 
(stainless steel pipes) 

placed into drilled holes, and welded together above the surface to create a “tripod” 
frame. Of the five legs, the center leg is vertical and the four other legs are installed at 

Figure 2.2.  Triangle indicates the station location chosen by siting 
committee.  Yellow circle shows stations siting buffer.  Green shading 
indicates suitable station location based on station access, land 
ownership, and cellular modem coverage.  Station was built in the 
small green area due south of triangle.   

Figure 2.3.  Illistration of a standard configuration for a PBO Deep 
Drilled Braced GPS monument, GPS antenna, equipment enclosure, 
and internet data communications link. 
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angles to brace the vertical leg (Figure 2.3). A choke ring GPS antenna with a radome is 
secured to the top of the monu-
ment. An equipment enclosure 
houses a Trimble NetRS GPS re-
ceiver, a radio or VSAT modem, 
sufficient batteries to operate the 
site, and solar panels to charge the 
batteries. Ninety-one percent of 
the PBO GPS stations installed 
operate off of DC power (Figure 
2.4). These stations record data 
every  15 seconds in files that are 
downloaded on an hourly or daily 
basis. Automated processing rou-
tines reduce the data to precise 
station positions and inter-station 
distances. The daily estimates of 
position and distances create an 
interlocking, three-dimensional 
deformation monitoring web so 

that any  tectonic perturbation resulting in ground deformation, such as a large earthquake 
or volcanic eruption, can be detected, monitored, and modeled.  All project milestones for 
permanent GPS construction activities were met and 1100 stations are fully  operational/
maintainable and ready to transition to operations and maintenance.  

2.2 Campaign GPS 
Campaign-style GPS observations involve 
a PI installing receivers for a few weeks to 
a few years. To facilitate such operations, 
UNAVCO purchased and configured 100 
sets of campaign GPS equipment as part of 
the EarthScope MREFC. The campaign 
systems consist  of a Topcon GB-1000 GPS 
receiver and antenna, a portable GPS an-
tenna mount, solar panels, and batteries 
(Figure 2.5). These receivers are used for 
GPS-based PI-led, NSF-funded proposals 
within the EarthScope footprint. PBO has 

supported both long- and short-term projects 
with the campaign pool. During MREFC 

construction, campaign receivers were used to support 35 PI projects, 12 of which were 

Figure 2.4.  Station P573 in Sequoua National Forrest 
showing DC solar panels and communications antenna in 
the foreground and GPS monument and antenna in the 
background.  This was the last station installed Southern 
California.  

Figure 2.5.  PBO Campaign GPS system
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fully  funded through EarthScope.  
UNAVCO staff conducted three 
workshops instructing students and 
members of the EarthScope commu-
nity  in the use of the campaign 
equipment. Notably, PBO supported 
short-term campaign observations 
with 29 receivers for the 2005 and 
2006 Cascadia episodic tremor and 
slip (ETS) experiments.  PBO also 
provided 25 systems in support of 
long-term precise deformation meas-
urements across the Rio Grande Rift. 
The Rio Grande Rift project  is aimed 
at kinematically imaging extension in 
the Rio Grande Rift to address what 

controls extension within “narrow” continental rifts and to determine how extension is 
related to lithospheric heterogeneity. 

Figure 2.6.  University of Colorado and UNAVCO em-
ployees installing station RG20 in Silverton CO as 
part of the Rio Grade Rift Project.  
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3.0 Borehole and Long Baseline Laser Strainme-
ters, Seismometers and Tiltmeters

3.1 Borehole Strainmeter Construc-
tion
As part of the MREFC, PBO committed to 
install 103 borehole strainmeters (BSMs) 
and seismometers.  As construction pro-
gressed it was clear that to stay within pro-
ject budget, we would have to reduce the 
number of installation targets. This was due 
to increases in commodity prices, including 
fuel and steel, increased drilling costs due to 
a shortage of drillers, and increased aban-
donment rates due to drilling holes with no 
viable installation zone.   In the absence of a 
re-baseline of this activity, and with guid-
ance from our science community  and the 
PBO Standing Committee, our installation 
strategy changed to installing as many sci-
entifically  viable instruments as possible 
with a  risk-based siting and drilling strat-
egy.  For example high-risk drilling targets 
such as  Long Valley Caldera were placed at 
a lower priority  over more viable targets like 
Mendocino Triple Junction and the Eastern 
California Shear zone. 

As with the continuous GPS installations, 
BSM  installation activities were subdivided 
into work packages that include station 
siting and reconnaissance; land use permit-
ting; borehole drilling and geophysical log-
ging; instrumentation, power, and data 
communications installation; site commis-
sioning; and data flow. The BSM effort was 

managed in a similar fashion to the GPS activities using EVM, equivalent stations, and 
total number of completed holes and data delivery metrics. Installation targets were cho-
sen by planning committees prior to funding of the MREFC with the PBO Standing 
Committee providing additional siting and instrumentation deployment advice as re-
quired by the project. Overall management, station siting, and reconnaissance activities 

Figure 3.1.  Schematic diagram of the 
borehole strainmeter installed in basaltic 
rock at the Penny Creek Quarry in the 
Pacific Northwest. The strainmeter is 
installed in this borehole at a depth of 554 ft.
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were managed out of UNAVCO 
Boulder. All construction activi-
ties were conducted out of the 
UNAVCO Ellensburg, WA of-
fice and local storage facilities 
close to strainmeter arrays. 

The ideal strainmeter site has 
competent, unfractured bedrock 
at the target depth (~240 m or 
800 ft.) (Figure 3.1), sufficient 
access for drill rigs and installa-
tion trucks, and suitable power 
and data communications infra-

structure. PBO contractors hammer drill boreholes to 
depths of about 150 m and case them using a steel 
pipe and cement. The final section is rotary drilled, 
cored, or reamed and PBO crews run geophysical 
logs to determine a suitable installation zone. When 
suitable rock is found, the final section is rotary 
drilled, cored, or reamed, the bottom 4 m  of the hole 
filled with expansive grout, and the strainmeter is 
lowered into the grout; expansive grout is used to 
couple the strainmeter to the borehole walls because 
it does not shrink as it hardens. A three-component 
seismometer, in some cases a pore pressure monitor 
and, in volcanic regions, a two-component tiltmeter 
are also installed in the borehole.  The seismometer is 
installed 6 m above the strainmeter and cemented in 
place (Figure 3.1). The depth of the pore pressure 
monitor varies from site to site based on hydrologic 
characteristics of the hole. The borehole is filled with 
cement to within 50 m of the surface and, if required, 
a tiltmeter is installed. The electronics that control 
the strainmeter, environmental sensors, and power 
supply and telemetry system are housed in an enclo-
sure on the surface. If suitable sky view exists, a GPS 
antenna is mounted to the top of the borehole casing. 
A completed BSM station is shown in Figure 3.2.  

Figure 3.2.  Completed BSM station in the Parkfield array.  
The fence protects the equipqment from cattle.  This site is 
solar powered and the data flow to Boulder throug a VSAT 
intenet link.  
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Figure 3.3.  Schematic of a 
GTSM tensor strainmeter.  
The two green plates are a 
fixed distance apart.  The red 
plate moves relative to the 
green plates as the borehole 
deforms.  



Based on experiment design as well as advice from the PBO Standing Committee, mini-
clusters of strainmeters were installed at 
some sites. This involved drilling two or 
more strainmeter boreholes within 100 m of 
each other and installing one strainmeter in 
each hole. This system allows scientists to 
validate strainmeter signals and study how 
closely located strainmeters respond to a 
geophysical signal, and will allow discrimi-
nation of locally-generated signals from tec-
tonic signals. 
GTSM  Technologies of Brisbane, Australia 
supplied all of the PBO borehole strainme-
ters. A GTSM  strainmeter measures the 
change of diameter of a borehole in three di-
rections at 120° from each other.  Areal 
strains are characterized by observations 
which are equal on all gauges. Shear strains 
are identified by  examining the differences 

between gauge responses. GTSM strainmeters 
also have a fourth gauge included in a differ-
ent orientation to allow redundancy checks on 

strain measurement. A single unit of measurement (called counts) for GTSM  gauges rep-
resents 4 picometers of diameter change or a strain of about 0.05 nanostrain.  Short-term 
signals (such as seismic waves) are measured to about 0.1 nanostrain. The GTSM  system 
uses three steel plates acting as capacitors (Figure 3.3). Two of the plates (green) are a 
fixed distance apart mounted on one end of the sensing diameter, and the third (red) 
mounted on the other end of the same diameter moves as the diameter of the borehole 
changes. Changes in capacitance are measured as the single plate moves; from these 
changes the ratio of the separation between the two plate pairs can be found.   At the end 
of construction a total of 74 BSM instruments were installed (Figure 3.4).  Seventy-three 
of 74 stations BSM  are fully operational and maintainable. One instrument, located at 
B006 in the Pacific Northwest, is hydrologically coupled and will not provide geophysi-
cally modelable data.   

3.2 Seismometers 
As part of the borehole strainmeter network, PBO installed a three-component seismome-
ter package coupled to a Marmot bailer and a Quanterra Q330 data logger sampling at 
100 samples per second and transmitted to Boulder using the Antelope software from 
Boulder Real Time Technologies (BRTT) (Figure 3.5).   The seismometers are manufac-
tured by SONDI and Consultants and are designed for deep  borehole installations. The 
outer casing is made of stainless steel and the package is cemented into the borehole. The 

Figure 3.4.  Purple triangles illistrate the 
locaton of installed BSM stations.  
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three sensors in the package are Geo Space HS-
1-LT geophones with a natural corner frequency 
of 2 Hz and are arranged in a traditional X, Y, 
and Z configuration. Each geophone is mounted 
in gimbals with 11° of movement to handle any 
deviation from vertical. The inside of the pack-
age is filled with a silicone oil to help dampen 
the movement of the gimbals during deployment 
and to help weight the package for deployment. 
The packages are deployed using a 2-in PVC 
tube that also provides coupling for the pore 
pressure sensor. An 800-ft multi-conductor, 
Kevlar-reinforced, gel-filled, heavy-duty cable is 
used to transfer signals from the sensors to the 
data logger at the top of the boreholes and is 

taped every 10 ft to the 2-in PVC.  In some cases 
during the drilling process a borehole was unsuitable for a strainmeter installation and 
rather than abandoning the hole, a seismometer was installed.  Seismic only stations in-
clude four systems in Mendocino and one system in Yellowstone.  All seismic stations are 
fully operational and maintainable.   

3.3 Tiltmeters
As part of the MREFC, PBO installed 26 shallow borehole tiltmeters (Figure 3.6).  Mod-

ern borehole tiltmeters measure very  small 
deflections from vertical using a bubble 
level system with electrodes to sense the 
exact position of the bubble in an electro-
lytic solution. The LILY tiltmeter chosen 
by PBO is a dual axis (X and Y) tiltmeter 
capable of a resolution and repeatability  of 
5 nanoradians under well coupled static 
conditions and can achieve sample rates of 
up to 1 sample per second.  PBO installed 
tiltmeters at existing GPS and BSM  sta-
tions in volcanic regions because the ex-
pected geophysical signal is well within the 
range of the resolution and stability of the 
instrument. There are 26 installed tiltmeters 
installed in PBO at borehole depths ranging 

from 10m to 35m. Eight tiltmeters are co-
located with BSM sites and 18 are co-located with GPS sites at the following volcanic 
targets: Mt. St. Helens, Yellowstone Caldera, Akutan, Westdahl and Shishaldin. All tilt-
meter stations are fully operational and maintainable.

Figure 3.5.  Field crews installing a 
borehole seismometer in the Pacific 
Northwest

Figure 3.6. Tiltmeter drill rig and compressor 
on Unimak Island in the Aleutians.  The 
collocated GPS monument can be seen in the 
background.  Pogromni volcano is in the 
distance.  
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3.4 Long Baseline Laser Strainmeters 

The long-baseline laser strainmeter (LSM; Figure 3.7) is an example of an extensometer, 
which measures the change in length (strain) along a line. A laser strainmeter measures 
the relative displacement between two end-piers separated by several hundred meters, by 
directing laser light through a straight, evacuated pipe. Mounted on one of the end-piers 
is a laser interferometer, at  the other is a reflector. The interferometer records any changes 
in the distance separating the two piers in terms of the wavelength of light from a 
wavelength-stabilized laser. An evacuated pipe is employed to suppress the variations in 

the index of refraction of the air that 
would otherwise disturb the optical 
path-length measurement. The design 
and construction of these optical-
interferometeric instruments yield 
measurements of earth strain little 
affected by environmental processes.  
Thus, LSMs provide records of strain 
of higher quality over the full period 
range of minutes-to-months than is 
available by any other means.

Two LSM instruments are generally 
installed at 90° to each other. PBO, 
through a subaward to IGPP, installed 
five LSM instruments and will take 
over the operations and maintenance 

Figure 3.7.  Schematic illistration of LSM instrument showing the laser interferometer, vacume 
pipe and reflector.  The optical achor system allows the removal of near-surface envioronmetal 
noise.   

Figure 3.8.  Station CHL2 near Cholame.  The laser 
interferometer is housed in the container in the 
foreground, the vacume pipe and reflector are in the 
background.  
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of the GVS1 instrument in Verdugo Canyon.  Operations and maintenance activities for 
the LSM  instruments will be conducted through a subaward to IGPP.  The first  PBO LSM 
(DHL2) was built at Durmid Hill, CA at right angles to an existing LSM, located on the 
eastern side of the Salton Sea and within 2 km of the southeastern terminus of the San 
Andreas Fault.  Construction of this began in May 2004 and the instrument was com-
pleted and operational by  June 1, 2005.  The next two systems (SCS1 and SCS2) are two 
orthogonal instruments located on the western side of the Salton Sea near the historically 
seismogenic San Jacinto Fault.  Simultaneous construction on these began in December 
2005 and the instruments were completed and operational by October 1, 2006.  The final 
two systems (CHL1 and CHL2) are two orthogonal instruments located near Cholame, 
CA near the initiation point of the 1857 Fort Tejon earthquake along the San Andreas 
Fault (Figure 3.8).  Simultaneous construction on these began in March 2007.  A 6th in-
strument in Los Angeles (GVS), will be included in the Operation and Maintenance phase 
of this project.   All LSM stations are fully operational and maintainable.   
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4.0  GeoEarthScope
The GeoEarthScope component of PBO included the acquisition of aerial and satellite 
imagery and geochronology to examine the strain field beyond the decade time scales 
available from PBO geodetic instrumentation and to assist with EarthScope instrument 
siting.  The scope of GeoEarthScope activities were based on community guidance from 
four GeoEarthScope working groups including a LiDAR working group, InSAR working 
group, Geochronology working group, and the GeoEarthScope Review Subcommittee 
made up of members of the PBO Standing Committee and supplemented by  additional 
members.  The GeoEarthScope Review Subcommittee took recommendations from the 
working groups and set budget targets for the three activities.   

4.1 Airborne LiDAR Image Acquisition

UNAVCO acquired approximately 4,842 km2 of high-resolution airborne LiDAR (Light 
Detection and Ranging) imagery during four major ALSM (Airborne Laser Swath Map-
ping) campaigns. GeoES LiDAR acquisitions were planned and conducted based on 
community recommendations with respect to target identification and data collection 

Table 4.1.  LiDAR data Acquisition by Region, Target, and Date.  Table 4.1.  LiDAR data Acquisition by Region, Target, and Date.  Table 4.1.  LiDAR data Acquisition by Region, Target, and Date.  Table 4.1.  LiDAR data Acquisition by Region, Target, and Date.  

PROJECT REGION MAJOR TARGETS AREA ACQUISITION 
DATES

Death Valley – Fish Lake Valley Death Valley - Fish Lake Val-
ley fault

~420 km2 NOV 2006, OCT 
2007

Northern California San Andreas fault, Hayward 
fault, Maacama fault, Green 
Valley fault, Little Salmon fault

~1960 km2

(including supple-
mentary targets 
funded by USGS 
and other partners)

MAR–APR 2007

Southern California Garlock fault, Elsinore fault, 
faults in Panamint, Owens, 
Death valleys

~1,270 km2 APR 2008

Pacific Northwest Yakima fold and thrust belt ~290 km2 APR 2008

Yellowstone and Inter-Mountain 
Seismic Belt

Yellowstone, Teton fault, Wa-
satch (Nephi) fault

~666 km2 JUL 2008

Alaska Denali fault, Totschunda fault ~236 km2 JUL-AUG 2008

practices so as to provide the EarthScope community with a rich, high quality data set 
capable of supporting a wide range of interests and applications.  GeoEarthScope LiDAR 
Working Group identified specific acquisition targets (Table 4.1).  

LiDAR data for all projects were collected by the National Center for Airborne Laser 
Mapping (NCALM) chosen based on competitive bids using a new generation Optech 
“Gemini” scanner using pulse rate frequencies of 70 to 125 KHz.  High rate GPS data 
from regional continuous networks, primarily  PBO, were used for ground control.  Ohio 
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State (OSU) provided supplementary GPS data collection and trajectory  analyses.  Data 
collection campaigns typically included several weeks of fieldwork each and were con-
ducted by personnel from UNAVCO, NCALM, OSU, and the USGS as well as volun-
teers from local universities and communities.  NCALM and OSU were funded by PBO  
to support this work.

Processed GeoES LiDAR data products generated by NCALM  (Figure 4.1) are freely 
available for download via the GEON LiDAR Workflow (GLW) system accessible from 
http://www.geongrid.org.  The GLW system was chosen as the best way to allow access 
to these very  large and computationally intensive data sets, and it provides access to stan-
dard digital elevation model (DEM) products and hill shades (in ESRI binary and Google 
Earth formats) as well as point cloud data that can be used to generate custom products 
on demand.  Arizona State University and San Diego Super Computer Facility were 
funded by PBO to support this work. 

PBO, through UNAVCO Education and Outreach, held two LiDAR training workshops 
in order to generate awareness and disseminate knowledge of LiDAR data analysis tools 
within the EarthScope community.  A one-day workshop was held October 2007 and a 
two-day workshop was held in May 2008.  

4.2 Satellite InSAR Image Acquisition

PBO acquired Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) imagery in response to recommendations 
by the GeoEarthScope InSAR Working Group.  More than 17 terabytes of data suitable 
for interferometric analyses were purchased from the European Space Agency (ESA) and 
ordered from NASA via the Alaska Satellite Facility (ASF) (Table 4.2). Included were 

Figure 4.1.  GeoEarthScope LiDAR bare-earth Digital Elevation map of a segment of the 
Garlock fault (left) overlain with fault traces (right) from the USGS Quaternary fault database.  
The semi-circular feature in the southeast corner is the Honda Proving Center of California 
(HPCC) automotive test track.
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Table 4.2.  InSAR Data Acquisition Source and VolumesTable 4.2.  InSAR Data Acquisition Source and VolumesTable 4.2.  InSAR Data Acquisition Source and VolumesTable 4.2.  InSAR Data Acquisition Source and Volumes

Satellite Mission  Scenes  Frames Data Volume

ERS1 5023 14378 2381 GB

ERS2 19068 35817 5394 GB

ENVISAT 4384 8860 1152 GB

RADARSAT1 10930 47421 8394 GB 

Total 39405 106476 17321 GB
data from ESA’s ENVISAT, ERS-1 and ERS-2 missions as well as the Canadian Space 
Agency’s RADARSAT-1 mission. In addition to ordering data from existing ESA and 
NASA archives, PBO tasked the ESA ENVISAT satellite to acquire new SAR data for 
EarthScope regions of interest for every orbit  from October 2007 through September 
2008.  Figure 4.2 depicts the coverage areas for GeoEarthScope InSAR data holdings for 
the contiguous U.S. and Alaska from the different satellite missions.   

Figure 4.2.  GeoEarthScop SAR data by satellite mission.  Colored areas indicate areas 
of image aquisition.  The ESA ENVISAT satellite to acquire new SAR data for 
EarthScope regions of interest for every orbit from October 2007 through September 
2008. 
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PBO, through UNAVCO Education and Outreach, 
hosted one GeoES InSAR training workshop in 
order to generate awareness and disseminate 
knowledge of InSAR data analysis tools within 
the EarthScope community.  This 3-day workshop 
took place at UNAVCO in Boulder, CO in May 
2008 and was taught by InSAR researchers from 
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) and UCSD.  
Figure 4.3 shows preliminary results of surface 
deformation around the Wells NV earthquake.  

Figure 4.3.   InSAR interferogram 
created by John Bell at the University of 
Nevada Reno using GeoES data to 
map surface deformation associated 
with the Wells, NV earthquake that 
occurred on February 21, 2008.  
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4.3 Geochronology

PBO funded twelve laboratories to provide geochronology analysis services to investiga-
tors independently  identified and supported by NSF via the standard proposal process.  
The funded geochronology labs were identified through a community led review process 
based upon a formal announcement and request for proposals (RFP) issued by UNAVCO 
in February  2007.  Subsequent work by the successful labs, including the actual sample 
analyses, will be coordinated and conducted directly by  the labs and NSF designated in-
vestigators without additional involvement from UNAVCO.  Dating methods to be pro-
vided by  GeoES labs include 14C, OSL, Cosmogenic, (U-TH)/He, Fission Track, 40Ar/
39Ar and U-Pb as summarized in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3.  EarthScope Funded Geochronology Labs  Table 4.3.  EarthScope Funded Geochronology Labs  

Method Lab

14C Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

14C University of California Irvine 

OSL Utah State University

OSL University of Washington 

Cosomogenic University of Kansas 

Cosomogenic PRIME Lab Purdue University

(U-TH)/He University of Arizona 

Fission Track Apatite to Zircon

40Ar/39Ar New Mexico Tech

40Ar/39Ar Berkeley Geochronology Center 

40Ar/39Ar University of Florida 

U-Pb Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
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5.0  Data and Data Products 
PBO’s primary mission is to provide high-quality  geodetic data products to the scientific 
community. PBO serves a wide range of users, from experts in raw data analysis to re-
searchers who work with processed geodetic time series and other derived products. What 
these users have in common is their need for timely, reliable access to high quality data, 
which UNAVCO provides via a robust, distributed data management system.  This sys-
tem coordinates the flow of PBO data from remote stations to our end users, involving 
multiple centers to quality check and analyze PBO data, multiple archives for data stor-
age, and various means of data access for different classes of users. 
Table 5.1.   PBO Data Products SummaryTable 5.1.   PBO Data Products SummaryTable 5.1.   PBO Data Products SummaryTable 5.1.   PBO Data Products SummaryTable 5.1.   PBO Data Products Summary

Instrument Level Product Format Generation 

 GPS

0

 15-sec raw data  T00, BINEX  Daily

 GPS

0
 1-sps raw data  T00, BINEX  As needed

 GPS

0  5-sps raw data  T00, BINEX  As needed

 GPS

0

 Survey-mode raw data  T00, BINEX  As needed

 GPS

0

 Station metadata  Database  Daily
 GPS

1  15-sec quality-checked data  RINEX  Daily GPS
1

 1-sps/5-sps/survey-mode quality-checked data  RINEX  As needed

 GPS

2

 Position and velocity solutions  SINEX  Daily

 GPS

2  Position time series  SINEX, ASCII  Daily

 GPS

2
 Velocity estimates  SINEX, ASCII  Periodically

 GPS

2

 Coseismic offsets for significant events  ASCII  As needed

 BSM
0

 20-sps, 1-sps, 10-min raw strain series  Bottle, SEED  Hourly, Daily

 BSM
0  1-sps instrument health, environmental series  Bottle, SEED  Hourly, Daily

 BSM
0

 Borehole geophysical logs, samples  Varies  During installation BSM
0

 Station metadata  Database  Varies
 BSM

2  Corrected and scaled strain and environmental series XML, ASCII  2 weeks, 4 months

 BSM

2
 Station notebooks  PDF  Varies

 LSM
0  1-sps raw strain, instrument health, and environmental series Ice-9, SEED  Daily

 LSM
0

 Station metadata  Database  Varies LSM
2  Corrected and scaled strain and environmental series XML, ASCII  2 weeks, 4 months

 LSM
2

 Station notebooks  PDF  Varies
 Seismic 0  100-sps or 200-sps raw series  SEED  Streaming
 Pore Pressure 0  10-sec raw series  BINEX, ASCII  Hourly
 Tiltmeter 0  1-sps to 1-min raw series  BINEX, ASCII  Hourly

To meet the scientific goals of EarthScope, PBO generates, distributes, and archives a 
suite of freely available raw data and data products (Figure 5.1, Table 5.1). Level 0 data 
are raw data collected at each instrument, along with site metadata. All continuous GPS 
stations record data at a rate of 15 seconds/sample (15-sec) and at 1 and 5 samples/second 
(1-sps and 5-sps). 15-sec data are downloaded automatically at least once per day, while 
the higher-rate data are downloaded upon request or following a large earthquake or simi-
lar geophysical event. Borehole stations collect seismic, strain, tiltmeter, pore pressure 
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and temperature data at rates listed in Table 5.1, and laser strainmeter stations collect 
strain data at 1-sps.  Borehole seismic data are streamed to the seismic archive in real 
time, while data from other instruments are downloaded hourly or daily  depending on 
data volume.

Level 1 data products are quality-controlled GPS data in RINEX format. Initial Level 2 
GPS products are produced from Level 0/1 data by  each of two GPS Analysis Centers 
and include GPS station position estimates in SINEX as well as auxiliary  files from GPS 
processing codes. The GPS Analysis Center coordinator combines the initial Level 2 
products to produce Level 2 GPS station position time series, periodic estimates of long-
term GPS station velocity, and coseismic offsets estimated after significant earthquakes in 
or near the PBO network (Figure 5.2). “Rapid” Level 2 products are available within 24 
hours of the arrival of data at  PBO GPS Analysis Centers, with “final” products available 
about 15 days later when more precise orbit files are available for GPS processing.

Level 2 strainmeter data products include fully corrected and scaled tensor and linear 
strain time series (Figure 5.3) and ancillary series produced with a two-week latency by 
the PBO strain analysis centers in Socorro, NM (for BSM products) and at UC San Diego 

EarthScope
Community

Analysis Centers
(CWU, MIT, NMT, UCSD)

Archives
(UNAVCO, NCEDC, DMC)

EarthScope Portal,
PBO Web site

Secondary NOC

Boulder NOC

RAID DB

RAID DB

Sources Collection Analysis Archiving Delivery Raw data Derived products All data

PBO Data Flow (Schematic)

Strain 
Logger

Seismic
Logger

GPS 
Receiver

Figure 5.1.  PBO data flow, archiving, and product generation diagram.  The Boulder 
Network Operations Center (NOC) downloads PBO data, mirrors them to a 
secondary offsite backup NOC in Socorro New Mexico, and transmits them to 
archives and analysis centers. PBO archives and distributes PBO data products to 
end users via the PBO Web site and EarthScope Portal. 
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Figure 5.2 Station velocities for PBO's 
western states GPS network, spanning 
the Pacific and North American tectonic 
plates.  Red arrows indicate the 
direction and magnitude of horizontal 
station velocities.  Sites west of the San 
Andreas Fault (SAF) have the largest 
velocities, but significant northwest 
station motion in California's Central 
Valley shows that the plate boundary is 
somewhat indefinite between the SAF 
and the Eastern California Shear Zone.

(for LSM products). In addition, every four months, these analysis centers reprocess the 
Level 2 data to produce strain series with all known corrections and calibrations applied. 
Other data products provided 
by PBO include GeoEarthS-
cope LiDAR and InSAR data 
sets and pre-processed im-
ages.

Multiple independent organi-
zations archive PBO data 
products in order to provide 
redundant access to the data 
and backup in case of failure 
at any one center. The UN-
AVCO Facility in Boulder 
archives and distributes al-
most 4 TB of PBO raw GPS 
data and derived data prod-
ucts, with a secondary  archive 
offsite. 

The Northern California 
Earthquake Data Center at the 
University  of California, Ber-
keley and the IRIS Data 
Management Center in Seat-

Figure 5.3.  Strain time series of shear strain from PBO bore-
hole strainmeter station B004 which recorded strain transients 
associated with the 2005 (bottom) and 2007 (top) episodic 
tremor and slip events in the Cascadia subduction zone. Red 
and blue lines in both figures show shear strain with solid 
Earth tides, while black lines show the same series with solid 
Earth tides removed. 
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tle archive and distribute all PBO strainmeter data products, and IRIS archives all PBO 
seismic data products.  Almost 1 TB of PBO strain and seismic data products are avail-
able from these archives. These two centers also archive all other EarthScope seismic and 
strain data.

5.1  Data Delivery

PBO and EarthScope data products may be accessed both via the EarthScope Data Portal  
(Figure 5.4) accessed off the EarthScope web site (http://portal.earthscope.org) and 

through a variety  of tools 
provided by the individ-
ual data centers. The 
EarthScope Portal pro-
vides seamless access to 
a l l Ear thScope da ta 
through a single user in-
terface that was designed 
to be the primary data 
gateway for a broad range 
of users.  Portal searches 
invoke Web services de-
ve loped by each of 
EarthScope’s archiving 

institutions to search their 
individual data holdings, 

allowing easy  inclusion of new data types and archives as needed.  From the user per-
spective, the entire process of data search, selection and download is handled by simple 
“point-and-click” operations, encouraging exploration of EarthScope’s broad data hold-
ings by  specialists and non-specialists alike. For researchers, the Portal should provide 
convenient access to complementary observations from different instrument  networks, 
potentially removing some of the barriers to data discovery that currently exist between 
geodetic disciplines.

The PBO Web site (http://pboweb.unavco.org) provides additional information about and 
centralized access to PBO GPS and strain products stored in its distributed archives.  In 
addition, the UNAVCO Facility, NCEDC and IRIS all have Web-based client tools to 
provide access to their holdings, both for PBO and other networks.  While the EarthScope 
Portal will begin regular data delivery with the commencement of PBO’s O&M  phase in 
October 2008, total PBO data already delivered via the individual archive websites ex-
ceeds 7 TB in volume.

Figure 5.4.  Screen shot of the EarthScope Data Portal, the 
access point for integrated EarthScope data sets.   
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5.2  Data Quality

Early in its construction 
phase, PBO established 
data and data product 
metrics for most  deliver-
ables, the most important 
of which are summarized 
below.  

PBO achieved 95% data 
return from its GPS net-
work and 92% from its 
strain network, both far 
exceeding the target of 
75% during the construc-
tion phase of the project 
(Figure 5.5). Data latency 

(measured as the time re-
quired to successfully  download and archive a standard data file) was not subject to a pre-
established standard, but Figure 5.6 shows that 70% of the GPS data are archived within 
1 hour of acquisition. Another GPS quality metric is station position uncertainty, and re-
sults from the PBO network (median RMS values of 1.5 mm north, 1.3 mm east and 5.2 
mm vertical) indicate that its uncertainties are similar to or better than those of other large 
networks. A final GPS metric is the 
level of multipath noise caused by 
interference between directly  arriv-
ing GPS signals and reflected/
scattered signals. Lower values of 
multipath are an indicator of high 
station quality, with a network con-
sidered high quality if the overall 
L1 and L2 code multipath values 
have a median of < 0.35 m and 90% 
of stations have values < 0.50 m. 
The PBO network exceeds both 
these multipath criteria. 

Quality-control standards for borehole strainmeters include measures of whether a station 
is accumulating strain, whether the instrument is tracking tides, and whether an instru-
ment is in compression.  At the conclusion of the project 100% of the instruments are 
tracking tides, 98% of the instruments are accumulating strain, and 70% of the instru-
ments are in compression.  Note that it is not unusual for instruments to take two years or 
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Figure 5.5.  Data return from the PBO GPS (blue) and strainmeter 
(red) stations.  PBO data return was well above the 75% metric 
set for the construction phase of the project.  

Figure 5.6.  The Probablility Distribution Function 
(black) and Cummulative Distribution Function 
(blue) for 2008 of 15-second GPS data files.  From 
the CDF, 70% of the data arrive within one hour 
from the initiation of download.
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more to transition from the extension to compression state.  As the boreholes re-
equilibrate with their environment following drilling and installation, we anticipate that 
over 90% of PBO's strainmeters will meet the standards outlined above.
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Appendix 1 - PBO The First Five Years
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